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It is never acceptable to use a person s tissue 
or organs for any purpose after their death, 
unless that person or their family has given 

prior consent  

% Strongly agree % Tend to agree % Neither / nor
% Tend to disagree % Strongly disagree % Don't know

View s on c onsent What t hey say .

Q To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with each of the following 
statements?

Base: All adults aged 15+ (967), fieldwork dates: 13th - 19th August 2010 Source: Ipsos MORI 

In the event I had given consent for my organs 
or tissue to be used for any purpose after my 
death, it is never acceptable for my family to 

override my wishes, should they think it 
necessary to do so  

I would be happy to give prior consent for my 
tissue or organs to be used for any purpose 

after my death  

It would be acceptable for my family to give 
consent on my behalf for my tissue or organs 

to be used for any purpose after my death
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1%1% Certain to

Is t h is 90%?!!!

Q How likely or unlikely would you be to donate any of your tissue or 
organs after you have died for use in transplantation?

Base: All on Version 2B adults aged 15+ (445), fieldwork dates: 13th - 19th August 2010 Source: Ipsos MORI 

Very likely

Fairly likely

Fairly unlikely

Very unlikely

Certain not to

Don t know

Have already donated or given 
my consent to donate *%

Told not to due to medical 
reasons 1%

It depends
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Top Mentions
Moral considerations

Why not ??

Q Why do you say that you are not likely to donate any of your 
tissue or organs after you have died for use in transplantation?

Base: All adults 15+ who are unlikely to donate any of their tissue or organs after they have died for use in  
transplantation (117), fieldwork dates: 13th - 19th August 2010

Source: Ipsos MORI 

Concern about cutting open body
Religious considerations 

Lack of information 

Can t control who uses it

Don t trust doctors/clinicians 
Age/too old

My relatives wouldn t like it

Worried about purpose 

Cultural considerations
Just don t want to

Have not thought about it
Refuse to say



Disengaged Talk ActThink

Talking to family is difficult

Undeserving organ recipient

Wanting to be buried/cremated whole
Don t want my family to see my body disfigured
Family objection
Doctors may not try to save me

THINKING ABOUT DEATH WHAT IT MEANS FOR ME, MY BODY, MY FAMILY

Being cut into 
after death
Don t want to 
tempt fate
I might not really 
be dead
Concern organs 
will be used for 
research

Unsure what 
religion says 
about becoming 
an organ donor

Organ 
donation is 
against my 
religion/
culture

Apathy
My organs can t 
be used
My organs might 
be used for 
research

THINKING ABOUT DEATH IS THE KEY 
BARRIER TO CONSIDERING REGISTERING -
SEGMENTS

BME
Against

BME
Unsure

Emotio-
nally 
stuck

Emotional
Considerers

Rational
Considerers

Rationally
Ready



How do human beings make choices/decisions ?

Gather pertinent 
information 

Process pertinent 
information

Calculate optimal 
choice

Rational 
decision
-making 
process

Rational 
decision

Decide
based on 
faulty cal-
culations

Decide without 
fully 

processing 
the facts

Irrational 
decision

Short-
circuits 

of the 
rational
process

Decide 
without all the 

data/using 
irrelevant 

data



Four levers at your disposal



Successful change campaigns use a mix
of informing, enabling, incentivising and enforcing

Source: Websites, press search

Influence

Incentivise

Inform

Enable

Enforce



But you can also learn from behavioural science

Influence

Incentivise

Inform

Enable

Enforce

People make choices without 
going through a full rational
decision-making process

Certain biases pre-dispose 
people to short-cut the 
rational decision-making 
process

Using these biases in a 
systematic way can make 
campaigns significantly more 
likely to succeed



Question

What percentage of 

African countries 

are members of the 

United Nations?



Evidence anchoring 

Source: Kahneman and Tversky, 1974

Numbers 
shown on
roulette

wheel

Mean 
estimate  of
respondents

10

65

25%

45%



Example bias anchoring

even 
when they know the 
data is irrelevant or 
false.

Source: Daniel Kahneman, Daniel Tversky (1974); McKinsey synthesis



Case study anchoring

Source: 5 a Day campaigns in Argentina, Chile, Germany, Japan, Mexico, Spain, UK, US



Case study anchoring!

Source: 6 a Day campaign in Denmark



Example bias Social norms

Source: Bandura, Grusec and Menlove (1967); Milgram et al (1969); Cialdini; McKinsey synthesis



Example bias reciprocity

Source: Festinger, 1957; Cialdini (2006); McKinsey synthesis



Behavioural Norms we can use .

Decide without 
all the data/using 

irrelevant data

Decide without 
fully processing 
all the facts

Decide 
based on faulty 

calculations

Short-circuits of rational 
decision-making process

Reciprocity Liking

Consistency Scarcity Endowment

Social norms Authority

Status quo

Availability/ 
recency

Choice 
overload

Justifiability Anchoring

Breakpoints

Certainty 
preference

Loss aversion
Probability 
misassessment

Regret aversion
Framing/ 
contrast

Hyperbolic 
discounting

Mental 
accounting

Biases 

False memory
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Final case example the AIDS awareness change in the UK

Source: Health Profile of England and Wales

Number of diagnoses of gonorrhoea (000s)



Action across multiple fronts to reduce Sexual Infections

Influence

Incentivise

Inform

Enable

Enforce

BBC programming about AIDS

Distribution of free condoms

Tombstone campaign

Use of numerous biases including Authority, 
Liking, Hyperbolic Discounting, Probability 
Misassessment and Social norms

None



Social norm: James Bond and the decline in sexual diseases in the 1980s

Source: Avert; BBC; www.universalexports.net
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Point

SUPPORTING YOUNG ADULTS 
WITH KIDNEY DISEASE



Empathy/family/information are key .

Q You mentioned earlier that you would not be certain to donate your tissue, 
organ or body for one or more of the purposes we discussed.  What, if anything 
might make you more inclined to donate your body, and organs or any tissue 
from your body for the purposes of medical research, education or transplants?

Base: All adults aged 15+ who are not certain to donate any of their tissue or organs/body for all the 
reasons mentioned (924), fieldwork dates: 13th - 19th August 2010 Source: Ipsos MORI 

27%

17%

16%

5%

5%

4%

4%

2%

1%

1%

Top Mentions
If the donation helped a family member 

If I knew the purpose they might be used for  

If I knew more about it  

If I knew of the benefits to society the research 
would provide  

If I knew about the safeguards in place  

If I knew exactly who was using the donated tissue  
If there is a regulator/watchdog/organisation 

regulating its use  
If the donation would benefit me personally  

If it was anonymous/if I could be guaranteed 
anonymity  

If I had better health  



MAKING IT PERSONAL AND EMOTIONAL 
WORKS Respondents say motivations which affect them 

personally are more important than those which affect 
others
For example, understanding how organ donation may 
affect their own lives one day (i.e. they or someone 
they love may need a transplant one day) is a 
particularly powerful motivator 

It s about me and 
my world vs it s 
about others

Personal choice vs 
authoritative tone

Statements that emphasise personal choice rather than 
telling people to register are more motivating 
This is in line with most people s perceptions that organ 
donation is their gift to be given
Respondents strongly rejected statements which 
explicitly held an authoritative, judgemental tone, such 
as, It s wrong not to sign up



OPPORTUNITIES TO ADDRESS BME SPECIFIC ISSUES 
WITH SUPPORTING EVIDENCE

For some people from BME backgrounds, evidence that directly relates 
to their ethnic background/religion and community:

Increases their motivation to think about becoming an organ donor
And potentially talking about becoming an organ donor

BME respondents react to a combination of these statements:
Provide information: Patients from the same ethnic group are more 
likely to be a close match
Make a personal connection: People from some BME communities 
are more likely to develop diabetes or high blood pressure,
Create urgency: Donor rates are relatively low but the need for 
donor organs is high amongst some BME communities 

However, this evidence may not provide a strong call to action as part 
of a mainstream campaign given cultural barriers and lack of trust



GETTING PEOPLE TALKING IS CRITICAL
Graphic images are one route to having a conversation

Not popular, but are acceptable and do provoke a 
response

Talking to family is a key barrier to feeling ready to join the 
register

Many respondents view becoming an organ donor as a 
family decision
And for Muslim respondents, family objection is a major 
barrier

Designing a campaign which helps to generate debate is vital
Sell LIFE and recognise the emotions involved
Good luck!
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